
AN0955: CRYPTO

This document describes the use of the CRYPTO acceleration
module of the EFM32 Gemstones, including support for ECC,
SHA, AES block ciphers, and authenticated encryption algo-
rithms.
This document focuses on the Silicon Labs mbedTLS library functions that support the
CRYPTO module, how the library works, and how to integrate the library into an appli-
cation.

This document assumes familiarity with the crypto algorithms discussed. See the de-
vice Reference Manual for more information on the CRYPTO module hardware.

KEY POINTS

• The mbedTLS library includes functions to
implement various cryptographic
algorithms.

• The Silicon Labs mbedTLS functions use
the CRYPTO module to hardware
accelerate the cryptographic algorithms.

• The included example demonstrates how
to use the Silicon Labs mbedTLS library.
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1.  Introduction

The EFM32 Gemstones integrate a crypto accelerator providing the capability to include high performance cryptography solutions in a
small footprint with low power consumption.

The CRYPTO module allows efficient acceleration of common cryptographic operations and allows these to be used efficiently with low
CPU overhead. The CRYPTO module includes hardware accelerators for the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Secure Hash Al-
gorithm SHA-1 and SHA-2 (SHA-224 and SHA-256), and modular multiplication used in ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) and GCM
(Galois Counter Mode). The CRYPTO module can autonomously execute and iterate a sequence of instructions to aid software and
speed up complex cryptographic functions like ECC, GCM, and CCM (Counter with CBC-MAC).

The CRYPTO module is capable of autonomously fetching data, performing block cipher operations and storing data across multiple
blocks. Block cipher modes of operation such as Counter Mode (CTR), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), CBC-MAC (CBC Message Au-
thentication Code), CCM (Counter with CBC-MAC), and GCM (Galois Counter mode) can be implemented using libraries and examples
provided.

Silicon Labs provides a library based on the ARM mbedTLS library that takes advantage of the CRYPTO module. There are several
code examples available within the Simplicity Studio that provide a starting point for custom applications and illustrate the use of the
library. This section follows the code flow of one of the example projects to illustrate the use of the library.
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2.  Hardware Acceleration and Software Implementations

Any cryptographic algorithm can be implemented in software. However, there are a number of benefits to accelerating cryptographic
operations in hardware:

• Faster execution
• More energy efficient
• Offloads the main core
• Saves code space
• More resistant to differential power analysis (DPA) attacks

The Silicon Labs mbedTLS library accelerates all modern algorithms such as AES, ECC, and SHA partly or fully in hardware. In addi-
tion, the library supports a number of algorithms such as RSA, DES, 3DES, MD4, MD5, and RC4. Other algorithms should be imple-
mented directly in software using the main core.

By using the provided mbedTLS API, the developer does not have to worry about software versus hardware acceleration. Furthermore,
algorithms may be futher accelerated in future releases of the library.
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3.  CRYPTO Demo Application

The [Crypto] demo application highlights the use of the mbedTLS library and the CRYPTO accelerator in the EFM32 Pearl Gecko fami-
ly. The demo is loosely based on the [SLSTK3401_aescrypt] demo accessible using the [Demos] tile and uses the same security algo-
rithm, but is implemented using the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) model instead of the Electronic Code Book (ECB) model. This
mbedtls_aescrypt example is based on the aescrypt2 example included in mbedtls-2.1.0.

The messages to be encrypted are generated at runtime as a consecutive sequence of values either 64, 128 or 256 bytes in length.
Each time the BTN0 button on the STK is pressed, one of the messages is encrypted, and the resulting Initialization Vector (IV), cipher
text, and message digest are created and stored in the user data area in the flash. Pressing BTN1 reads the stored IV, cipher text, and
message digest from the flash and decrypts the data. The status and the results of the application are shown on the memory LCD
display. The display shows the length of the message being generated and the clock cycle results of the encryption and decryption
sequences.

The example application uses the mbedTLS Application Programmer Interface (API) to implement the AES algorithms as part of a CBC
block cipher. The example additionally uses SHA256 to hash the IV, key, and hash message authentication code (HMAC). The Silicon
Labs mbedTLS implementation is based on the ARM mbedTLS online library. The difference between these libraries is that the Silicon
Labs mbedTLS low-level library functions take advantage of the integrated dedicated hardware for the complex algorithms to accelerate
the operations and offload the CPU.

Refer to the ARM mbed website for API module, data structure, and file definitions (https://www.mbed.com/en/development/software/
mbed-tls/).
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4.  Simplicity Studio Installation Structure

The mbedTLS library is included in the Simplicity Studio installation. The files can be found in the following directory by default:

C:\SiliconLabs\SimplicityStudio\v3\developer\sdks\efm32\v2\reptile\mbedtls

Included in the installation are all of the source files for the individual crypto algorithms such AES, SHA256, and many others. An addi-
tional directory is provided in the installation called sl_crypto that contains all of the Silicon Labs mbedTLS functions that take advant-
age of the CRYTPO module. These functions are called in place of the standard mbedTLS functions.

The mbed examples can be found in the kit installation paths. For example, the path to all EFM32 Pearl Gecko examples may be:

C:\SiliconLabs\SimplicityStudio\v3\developer\sdks\efm32\v2\kits\SLSTK3401A_EFM32PG\examples

Several demos and examples are provided to illustrate the use of the CRYPTO module. The [mbedtls_aescrypt] example is a sym-
metric key cryptography example that illustrates the use of the AES and SHA256 algorithms as a single block cipher. It creates the
CipherText from a PlainText input and restores the PlainText from the CipherText. The [mbedtls_esdsa] (eliptic curve digital signature)
is an asymmetric key example illustrating public key encryption.

The example provided with this application note is based on the [mbedtls_aescrypt] example.
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5.  Using mbedTLS

5.1  Include Files

The ARM mbedTLS library includes many of the algorithms required for cryptography applications. The mbedTLS library files use the
CPU core to implement the cryptography algorithms. When doing cryptography, there are large data widths and complex processing
required when performing the calculations that consume CPU resources, such as a 256-bit private key. The mbedTLS library includes
the capability to use other cryptography implementations. The sl_crypto directory includes many cryptography functions and enabled
by the use of #defines that configure the project build.

All of the alternate configuration settings are set in the config-aescrypt.h file. The config file can be found from the project properties
([Properties]>[C/C+ Build]>[Settings]>[GNU ARM C Compiler]>[Symbols]). This file redirects the build to use the Silicon Labs
source files. The project can be built using the standard ARM mbedTLS APIs by changing the name of this definition. For example,
changing the variable to [zzMBEDTLS_CONFIG_FILE="config-aescrypt.h"] will remove the Silicon Labs alternate functions from the
build.

Figure 5.1.  Defining the Configuration File
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There are alternate defines within the config_aescrypt.h file for each of the Silicon Labs files the project will use instead of the origi-
nal ARM mbedtls files. The mbedTLS library uses two levels of alternate implementations:

1. Per module (header file).
2. Per function.

Silicon Labs provides alternative implementations for the AES and SHA modules (sl_aes and sl_sha1/sl_sha256), and some alter-
native implementations of ECC functions defined in sl_ecp.c.

When the [_ALT] definition for one of the library files is used, the ARM mbedTLS library function will remove its own functions from the
build. For example, the AES functions included in the sl_crypto library in the sl_aes.c file are used instead of the ARM AES functions
found in aes.c by defining [MBEDTLS_AES_ALT] in the configuration file. By defining the alternate function, the AES functions in the
mbedTLS c files are removed from the build.

Figure 5.2.  Switching to the Silicon Labs Hardware-Accelerated Libraries (config-aescrypt.h)
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5.2  Project Structure

The project uses the mbedTLS libraries and the Silicon Labs libraries. As previously mentioned, each of these libraries are included as
source code and is part of the Simplicity Studio installation. By default, all of the library files are linked from the main source location, so
modifying any of these files modifies the library source files. It should not be required to modify any of these files, but if modifications
are necessary, then the option to copy the source files to the project location should be used.

Figure 5.3.  Project Data Structure

The figure above shows that data structure of the project. The mbedTLS directory includes all of the source files provided by ARM to
implement the cryptographic library.
• The sl_crypto modules include all of the alternate Silicon Labs source code that replaces the ARM versions and utilizes the CRYP-

TO module.
• The CMSIS source includes the start-up files for the Pearl Gecko MCU.
• The drivers file includes support functionality for the board and the example, like the display drivers.
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5.3  Code

5.3.1  Overview

The easiest method to start on a cryptographic project is to start with one of the example projects provided. These examples provide
insight to the use of the libraries and illustrates the use of many of the API functions. Seeing the usage is beneficial to understanding
the declarations and how to use the resultant data in an application.

The example implements CBC using the mbedTLS APIs. All of the iterative functions required to process large data arrays for long
block ciphers are handled by the API functions. This includes segmenting the data into smaller blocks for the AES block sizes, as well
as implementing the individual steps of the CBC cipher mode XOR function and encryption.

The code generates a hashed initialization vector from a pass-phrase defined as part of the build. The IV is used to start the cipher in
the initial XOR stage. Next, the key is generated as a hash of the secret key with the IV 8192 times to create the key input to the en-
cryption module and set up the AES and HMAC contexts. Once the IV and the key are generated, the cipher can begin and follows the
CBC flow shown below.
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Figure 5.4.  Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)

There are several definitions provided to define the sizes of the data blocks for these functions.
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#define AES_BLOCK_SIZE               (16)
#define IV_SIZE                      (16)
#define TAG_SIZE                     (32)

The AES block size is fixed to 16 bytes (AES_BLOCK_SIZE) by the standard. The initialization vector is defined to be the same size as
the AES block size, which is 16 bytes (IV_SIZE). The digest size is defined by TAG_SIZE and is set to 32 bytes.

5.3.2  Variable Declaration and Structure Definitions

There are two structures used by the library to allocate memory when using the AES and SHA256. These structures are passed to the
API functions for use in the algorithm sequence. The AES structure contains the key size and the key itself and is shown below. When
using the AES structure, the APIs will provide the provision for adding a buffer allocated to the input and output data.

/**
 * \brief           AES context structure
 */
typedef struct
{    
   unsignedint keybits ;       /*!<   size of key */     
   uint8_t     key [32];       /*!<   AES key 128 or 256 bits */
}
mbedtls_aes_context ;

The structure for the message digest is more complex than the AES structure, as it is composed of structures within a structure. The
message digest contains pointers for the different contexts as well as overall information on the operation of the processing for the mes-
sage digest. The context pointers denoted md_ctx and hmac_ctx are used to provide status information on the state of the digest, as
well as buffer the data for the block being processed. The message digest structure is shown below.

/**
 * Generic message digest context.
 */
typedefstruct
{  /** Information about the associated message digest */    
   const mbedtls_md_info_t * md_info ;      

   /** Digest-specific context */    
   void * md_ctx ;      

   /** HMAC part of the context */    
   void * hmac_ctx ;
}
mbedtls_md_context_t ;

An example SHA256 md_ctx structure is:

/**
 * \brief           SHA-256 context structure
 */
typedefstruct
{
   uint32_t total [2];           /*!< number of bytes processed   */    
   unsignedchar buffer [64];     /*!< data block being processed */    
   int is224 ;                   /*!< 0=> SHA-256, else SHA-224 */     
   uint32_t state [8];           /*!< intermediate digest state   */
}
mbedtls_sha256_context ;

The structures defined above are used throughout the library as the main memory area for the processing of the crypto algorithms.
Some of the structures are defined explicitly, while others are defined through the parameter passing as part of the function calls.
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5.3.3  Using the APIs

The online documentation for the ARM mbedTLS libraries cover the low level details of the APIs. This section covers the use of the
APIs in the sample application to show one way of putting all of the pieces together to form usable crypto algorithms. The process
shown below is only a single example and not the only method that can be used. The flexibility of the libraries enable many different
algorithms and cipher block modes.

Below is the code flow for the SHA256 section of the [Crypto] demo code. This example is not a complete application, but provides
insight to the overall flow of the mbedTLS libraries.

Setup

Init SHA

Name
Output Length
Block Size
Function pointers

Start SHA Init State 
Variables

Process Plain Text / 
Cipher Text

Processing loop 
complete?

Finish Cipher Text / 
Plain Text

NO

YES

Figure 5.5.  Crypto Demo Flow Diagram

The application starts with the initialization of the SHA contexts, which zeros the memory allocated for structure sha_ctx.

mbedtls_md_init( &sha_ctx );

In an attempt to make the library more flexible, mbedTLS uses function pointers for all of the processes. The setup API attaches the
different functions to the respective function pointers using the message digest information structure shown below. Each of the function
pointer entries in the structure require an associated function address to be assigned by the setup API. The setup function attaches the
function pointers based on the second argument of the function.

ret = mbedtls_md_setup( &sha_ctx, mbedtls_md_info_from_type(MBEDTLS_MD_SHA256 ), 1);

structmbedtls_md_info_t
{     
   /** Digest identifier */     
   mbedtls_md_type_t type ;      

   /** Name of the message digest */    
   constchar * name ;      

   /** Output length of the digest function in bytes */    
   int size ;      

   /** Block length of the digest function in bytes */    
   int block_size ;      
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   /** Digest initialisation function */    
   void (* starts_func )( void *ctx );      

   /** Digest update function */    
   void (* update_func )( void *ctx, const unsigned char *input, size_t ilen );      

   /** Digest finalisation function */    
   void (* finish_func )( void *ctx, unsigned char *output );      

   /** Generic digest function */    
   void (* digest_func )( constunsignedchar *input, size_t ilen, unsigned char *output );      

   /** Allocate a new context */    
   void * (* ctx_alloc_func )( void );      

   /** Free the given context */    
   void (* ctx_free_func )( void *ctx );      

   /** Clone state from a context */    
   void (* clone_func )( void *dst, const void *src );      

   /** Internal use only */    
   void (* process_func )( void *ctx, const unsigned char *input );
};

The mbedTLS library includes wrapper functions for each of the processes defined in the flow diagram. These wrapper functions are
called when the high level API is included in the firmware, such as the start or update APIs. The structure below is included in the
library and contains the function names to be to the function pointers.

const mbedtls_md_info_t mbedtls_sha256_info = {    
   MBEDTLS_MD_SHA256,     
   "SHA256" ,    
   32,    
   64,    
   sha256_starts_wrap,    
   sha224_update_wrap,    
   sha224_finish_wrap,    
   sha256_wrap,    
   sha224_ctx_alloc,    
   sha224_ctx_free,    
   sha224_clone_wrap,    
   sha224_process_wrap,
};
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struct mbedtls_md_info_t
{
    /** Digest identifier */
    mbedtls_md_type_t type;

    /** Name of the message digest */
    const char * name;

    /** Output length of the digest function in bytes */
    int size;

    /** Block length of the digest function in bytes */
    int block_size;

    /** Digest initialisation function */ 
    void (*starts_func)( void *ctx );

    /** Digest update function */
    void (*update_func)( void *ctx, const unsigned char *input, size_t ilen );

    /** Digest finalisation function */
    void (*finish_func)( void *ctx, unsigned char *output );

    /** Generic digest function */
    void (*digest_func)( const unsigned char *input, size_t ilen,
                         unsigned char *output );

    /** Allocate a new context */
    void * (*ctx_alloc_func)( void );

    /** Free the given context */
    void (*ctx_free_func)( void *ctx );

    /** Clone state from a context */
    void (*clone_func)( void *dst, const void *src );

    /** Internal use only */
    void (*process_func)( void *ctx, const unsigned char *input );
};

const mbedtls_md_info_t 
mbedtls_sha256_info = {
    MBEDTLS_MD_SHA256,
    "SHA256",
    32,
    64,
    sha256_starts_wrap,
    sha224_update_wrap,
    sha224_finish_wrap,
    sha256_wrap,
    sha224_ctx_alloc,
    sha224_ctx_free,
    sha224_clone_wrap,
    sha224_process_wrap,};

Figure 5.6.  Correlating the Two Structures

The processing for the algorithms can begin once the structures have been allocated and the functions have been assigned. For the
SHA algorithm, the initial vector is created. This is done via the start function which takes the initial values and stores them into the
contexts intermediate state variables.

mbedtls_md_starts( &sha_ctx );

The first processing of the digest starts with the update function. Within the update function, the sha256_process function is called,
which outputs the first hash of the input data.

mbedtls_md_update( &sha_ctx, buffer, 8 );

There are many other API functions that can be used to implement different algorithms. These functions are not discussed in this appli-
cation note, so refer to the mbedTLS documentation from ARM.
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5.3.4  Comparison of Silicon Labs and Standard mbedTLS performance

The Silicon Labs mbedTLS functions use the CRYPTO module to offload the processing from the CPU. The CRYPTO module is a high-
performance peripheral capable of handling complex algorithms and large data widths (up to 256 bits) that reduces much of the over-
head of the CPU. An example of the difference in the functions and a comparison is shown below. Pre-compiled hex files are available
in the application note package for both versions and can be run on the Pearl Gecko STK.

Table 5.1.  Demo Application Programming Files

Filename Description

SLSTK3401A_crypto_cbc_demo.hex Demo application compiled using the HW accelerator to perform all of the cryptogra-
phy functions using the Silicon Labs library. CBC cipher mode executed via dedicated
API.

SLSTK3401A_no_crypto_cbc_demo.hex Demo application compiled without using the HW accelerator. This build uses the
mbedTLS library as downloaded from ARM. CBC cipher mode executed via dedicated
API.

SLSTK3401A_crypto_demo.hex Demo application compiled using the HW accelerator to perform all of the cryptogra-
phy functions using the Silicon Labs library. CBC cipher mode executed using XOR
and ECB cipher mode.

SLSTK3401A_no_crypto_demo.hex Demo application compiled without using the HW accelerator. This build uses the
mbedTLS library as downloaded from ARM. CBC cipher mode executed using XOR
and ECB cipher mode.

The first set of figures below are from the mbedTLS library, and the second is the Silicon Labs function that uses the CRYPTO module.
Note that the functionality of the two process functions are the same.

Table 5.2.  Comparing the Standard mbedTLS and Silicon Labs mbedTLS Implementations

Operation Standard mbedTLS Crypto
Example (cycles)

Silicon Labs mbedTLS Crypto
Example (cycles)

Improvement

8192 Hash Iterations 233193519 28926011 8x

Encrypt

Setkey Encode 2486 346 7x

Encrypt IV Hash Update 16736 3916 4x

CBC Encrypt 30126 2418 12x

HMAC Update 26214 1460 17x

HMAC Finish 42103 4623 9x

Total 117665 12763 9x

Decrypt

Setkey Decode 13061 348 37x

Encrypt IV Hash Update 16739 3912 4x

HMAC Update 26217 1453 18x

CBC Decrypt 31351 3480 9x

HMAC Finish 42114 4632 9x

Total 129482 13825 9x
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Figure 5.7.  Standard mbedTLS Function — Part 1
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Figure 5.8.  Standard mbedTLS Function — Part 2
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Figure 5.9.  Example Silicon Labs Hardware Accelerated mbedTLS Function
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